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Adjudication Criteria

This category seeks to reward the individual or organisation that, in the opinion of the adjudication committee, have
managed to nurture an effective online social (community) platform or channel across which online users are able to
create, interact, collaborate and share content, whether text, images or video.

Main Adjudication Criteria

Innovation

Double The Wave campaign PDF: https://dna.studio/Double_The_Wave_official_document.pdf

Wave of Change is a local NGO set up by the modern-day real-life superhero Neil Agius and like- minded individuals,
with the aim to create awareness about the pollution in our seas.

“We want Malta to be free from single-use toxic plastics. Athletes, swimmers and other wavemakers are taking on
challenges to raise awareness about how this issue is affecting the Maltese seas.” Neil Agius.

The narrative used to reach the objective for this year’s campaign:

The aim of the Double The Wave campaign is to “double the effort to reach 1 million pieces of plastic together/

mailto:diana@dna.studio
https://dna.studio/Double_The_Wave_official_document.pdf
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Nirduppjaw l-isforz biex niġbru miljun bicċȧ plastik flimkien. Yes, that’s 1,000,000 pieces of plastic before they reach
our waters. Be a #wavemaker and let us all make this a powerful and impactful Wave of Change for Malta and Gozo
and the beautiful surrounding waters.”

Following last year’s success of the Wave of Change challenge to “Pick Up 3 Pieces of Plastic”, this year we wanted to
take it up a notch, or two by, not only collecting plastic, but also encouraging physical activity in our everyday lives.
Double the mission, double the fun — Double The Wave Challenge.

To show our support, with a mission to raise awareness and do our part in encouraging healthy lifestyles and
protecting our seas, we invite you to take part in the ongoing Double the Wave Challenge and be proud of your
contribution for a better, cleaner, healthier and safer today and tomorrow.

Since the start of the current global pandemic, we have seen an increased amount of waste littering our environment,
particularly beaches and countryside. We need double the effort to get back on track. Whether you are walking to the
bus stop, on your daily jog or breaking your next Personal Best, pick up 6 pieces of plastic and stop them from
polluting our beloved waters. Don’t wait until you’re at the beach. Do it now. In your local neighbourhood.

This event inspired many people and organizations to start to organize clean-ups and make the Maltese Islands
cleaner.

Some events inspired by this campaign included:

Clean-up on July 10 in collaboration with Zanzi Homes
Clean-up July on 12 - The Venture Scouts
Clean-up on July 31 in collaboration Allied Rainbow Communities - ARC
Clean-up on July 27 in collaboration Energy & Water Agency

This campaign also inspired people overseas, in cities and villages across Hungary, UK, Spain, Italy and more.

Visual Appeal

For the Double The Wave campaign we created a new logo showing two waves together representing the ‘double the
effort’ as part of this year’s campaign in-line with Neil’s double the effort. Visually we used 3 colours: orange, light
blue and dark blue.

The visual appeal of the platform reflects the beauty of our seas. We set out to make waves, not just in our seas, but
in the way, we think about plastic pollution — hence the name Wave of Change. The shades of blue represent the
seas, lakes and oceans of our world. The two waves icon indicating the ‘double the wave‘ campaign.

A consistent graphic style was used on the posts on all the social media platforms. This year the campaign also
carried various messages in both English and Maltese in order to reach a wider audience.

With regards to imagery, we used professional photographic content shot by our in-house dna photographers,
mixed with plenty of content we received from people participating in the campaign.
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This year we also developed a Facebook frame and an Instagram filter, for people to add on their profile pictures,
showing that they are supporting the campaign.

To increase interaction with our audience through social media stories, we created a new animated sticker with the
Wave Of Change logo and text: “Well done #wavemaker”.

Once a participant completed the challenge, posted and tagged @waveofchangemalta #doublethewave, our team
reshared their post added the challenge sticker to it.

Technology and software used:

1. Communication: Whatsapp, Mobile phone, Email, Facebook Messenger, Instagram messages
2. Design, Photography & Videography: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom, Adobe XD, Adobe
After Effects, Final Cut Pro X
3. Social Media Management: Facebook, Instagram, Later
4. Mobile Apps: Canva, Unfold

Interactivity

People were asked to complete the Double The Wave challenge by:

Picking up 6 pieces of plastic while doing their outdoor physical activity, be it running, walking etc.
Snapping a photo showing physical activity and the 6 pieces of plastic, with the hashtags

#doublethewavechallenge #waveofchange #doublethewave #wavemaker #collect6 and tag @ waveofchangemalta
Nominating 6 other people to join in, to see the ripple effect of their helping hand. Therefore, a lot of people posted

a post or a story on Facebook and Instagram once they completed their achievement. The activity of people was
substantial.

Interactivity was achieved in several ways:

1. Educating: Facts of Plastic Pollution
The content which exposed facts about plastic littering created discussions about local and foreign policies in the
comments section on Facebook and Instagram.
2. Objective Attainment
The channels effectiveness in attaining the objective/s & overall motivation to exploit the power of social media by
being tagged once people completed their challenge.
3. Engagement: Reshares of people who have participated in the challenge.

Content
Facts on plastic pollution

Our team created visuals on facts regarding plastic pollution to raise awareness on this topic. These were greatly
followed by the public and brought in much engagement.

Re-shared content of people who completed the challenge
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The largest amount of content pertaining to this campaign was the number of reshares done by people participating in
the challenge. On Instagram and Facebook, we created a branded frame and put most of the photos in them to give
them more exposure and keep them in-line with the brand.

Live videos

Our team has been on location during many events organised by Wave of Change Malta and supported by DNA,
including the press conference announcing the Double The Wave campaign, when Neil Agius broke the news about
world record swim, the arrival of Neil in Gozo, the press conference following the Big Swim and at other various clean-
up events.

Photography content

During the Double The Wave campaign, the DNA team shot professional photographs to use on social media and to
accompany press releases for both local and international use.

Article re-shares

Many publications were sharing facts about plastic pollution and inspiring stories on how people started to change
their ideas and habits by reducing, reusing and picking up plastic.

Influencers

In this campaign we also asked social media influencers to endorse the Wave of Change beliefs by completing the
Double The Wave challenge. Thanks to their large amount of followers, we could reach new audiences. Some
examples include: Roberta Metsola (11.5K followers), Claire Agius Ordway (24.8 K followers) and Ben Camilleri (36.8 K
followers).

Objective Attainment

The Double The Wave campaign built up a strong community for a better future. People got together to make a
change by collecting plastic at different events, such as clean-up events or gathering together with friends or family. A
lot of parents engaged with the campaign helping educate their children to respect the environment. A substantial
amount of posts show children collecting plastic at the beach or on the streets. The support of many groups is also
evident from the number of events created or people participated in.

Targeting

The targeting was not limited to a particular audience. We believed that the challenge we created could reach anyone,
irrelevant of age, gender and walk of life. We aimed to reach as many people as possible to make a difference and
educate on a national and international level. s

The #doublethewave and #wavemaker tags contributed to the viral movement behind the campaign regardless of
age, nationality or gender.
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Administration

A Social Media Team was administering the Facebook and Instagram profiles of Wave of Change during the challenge.

The Team from DNA was in charge of moderating comments, replying to messages, posting content and resharing
people’s posts and stories who have been participating in the campaign. During the whole process, the team did not
have to censor any offensive material.

www.facebook.com/waveofchangemalta www.instagram.com/waveofchangemalta www.waveofchangemalta.com

Analytics

The results achieved during the Double the Wave Campaign are a testament to the effectiveness of the campaign.

Analytics between 21 June and 7 July show:
The Facebook page reach increased by 934.9% with a total result of 162,782 reaches. The Instagram post reach is an
increase of 1.2K %, with a total result of 18,712 reaches.

The highest content reach on Facebook was the live video of Neil Agius reaching the audience by a record of 102.3K.
This had over 3.4K likes, over 470 comments and 204 shares organically. Another 3 posts received 25.5K, 40.7K and
51.1 K audience reach.

The Facebook page likes grew up to 14.3K, of which 57.4 % are female and 42.6 % are men. The Instagram page
reached 3,000 likes.

Platforms Used

The campaign was announced on 22 July parallel to the announcement of the Big swim by Neil Agius, which was a
record-breaking one.

We used two main channels: Instagram and Facebook during the challenge. Both channels grew extraordinarily,
especially during Neil Agius’s record-breaking attempt. He is the main face and influencer of the Wave Of Change
campaign.

We used the same strategy across all the channels, much of the content was the same visually, however, we used
different post sizes depending on the platform being used. On Facebook, we reshared many articles as posts whist on
Instagram they were published as stories.

We also used the photos which were sent to us through direct messages by other people participating in the Double
The Wave Challenge, rebranded them accordingly and then reposted.

Bonus Criterion

http://www.facebook.com/waveofchangemalta
http://www.instagram.com/waveofchangemalta
http://www.waveofchangemalta.com
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Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (ESG)

Wave of Change is a local NGO which brings like-minded individuals together, with the aim to create awareness about
the pollution in our seas.

The Double The Wave campaign built a community of people who care about the environment, about our seas, and
the future generation.

It brought people together who are taking action to change by raising awareness on the impact of daily decisions and
making inspiring choices which are driven by sustainability and compassion.

The Double The Wave campaign created a new platform for discussion on environmental problems, plastic pollution,
ways of how we can make effort to change the situation and it encouraged people to participate aswell.

Many people took the action to complete the challenge on a Sunday walk alone, during a family beach day with their
children or simply by collecting plastic during a sports activity with their team buddies. Organisations got their
resources and organised big clean-up events, such include Quick Lets, Deloitte, The Venture Scouts, Allied Rainbow
Communities - ARC, Energy & Water Agency, and MZPN.

The campaign also managed to attract the eye of many politicians who either spoke about the campaign or took part
by completing the challenge.


